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Rapid and Detailed Analysis of Multiple Antigen-Antibody Pairs
Using the ProteOn™ XPR36 Protein Interaction Array System
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Introduction
The ProteOn XPR36 protein interaction array system is a surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor with a multichannel module
and interaction array sensor chip for analysis of up to 36 protein
interactions in a single injection step. The capability of the
ProteOn XPR36 system to rapidly generate a 6 x 6 interaction
array between six ligands and six analytes greatly increases the
throughput, flexibility, and versatility of experimental design for a
wide range of biomolecular interaction studies (Figure 1).
Additional details on this array-format system are provided in
Bronner et al. (2006).

We describe here the rapid and detailed kinetic analyses of
four antigen-antibody interactions. Briefly, the interaction of
each antibody (ligand) with a concentration series of its
respective antigen (analyte) was analyzed in a sequence of a
single immobilization cycle followed by four analyte injection
cycles. Four different antibodies and a nonreactive negative
control protein were immobilized in five parallel ligand channels
on a single ProteOn sensor chip; the sixth ligand channel was
left blank for use as a reference channel. For each antibody, 
a concentration series of antigen samples (six samples
spanning a wide concentration range) was then injected into 
the set of six parallel analyte channels orthogonal to the ligand
channels. The ligand channels were then regenerated for
analysis of the next antigen concentration series, until all four
antigen-antibody interactions were analyzed.

Each of the four antigen injections produced a set of 36
sensorgrams. These contained data not only on the interaction
of an antigen concentration series with its respective antibody,
but also on its interaction with each of the three other
antibodies, the negative control protein, and the reference
channel. Thus, data sufficient to perform a detailed kinetic
analysis of each antigen-antibody interaction — as well 
as a determination of any potential cross-reactivity among the
antigens and antibodies — were obtained in a minimal number 
of injection steps. 

Fig. 1. Generation of the 6 x 6 ligand-analyte interaction array. A, six ligands
are immobilized in six parallel ligand channels; B, six analyte samples are injected
into six analyte channels orthogonal to the six ligand channels; C, detail of 
a single ligand-analyte interaction spot (green) showing the positions of the two 
interspot references (yellow). 
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Methods
Instrumentation and Reagents

Experiments were performed using the ProteOn XPR36 protein
interaction array system and one ProteOn GLC sensor chip.
ProteOn phosphate buffered saline with 0.005% Tween 20, 
pH 7.4 (PBS/Tween) was used as running buffer throughout
the experiments, and all experiments were performed at 25°C.

Immobilization of Antibodies

Using the parallel sample processing capability of the ProteOn
XPR36 system, the immobilization cycle of the four antibodies
and negative control protein was accomplished in only three
injection steps for surface activation, ligand coupling, and
surface deactivation. 

First, the ProteOn GLC sensor chip surface was activated in
five of the six ligand channels by injection of the amine coupling
reagents 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDAC, 100 mM) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide
(sulfo-NHS, 25 mM) (components of the ProteOn amine
coupling kit). The sixth channel was not modified and served as
a reference channel.

Next, the four antibodies were diluted to the following
concentrations in 10 mM ProteOn acetate buffer, pH 4.5: 
IL-2 antibody, 25 µg/ml (mouse anti-human IL-2, ProteOn 
IL-2/IL-2 antibody pair); IL-4 antibody, 50 µg/ml (mouse anti-
human IL-4, Biosource International); IL-6 antibody, 12.5 µg/ml
(mouse anti-rat IL-6, BD Biosciences Pharmingen); and IL-18
antibody, 12.5 µg/ml (hamster anti-mouse, Medical and
Biological Laboratories Co., Ltd.). The four antibody samples
(180 µl) and a nonreactive protein (TEM1 !-lactamase, 180 µl)
were injected into the five activated ligand channels at a flow
rate of 30 µl/min for immobilization. Lastly, to deactivate
remaining carboxyl groups, 1 M ethanolamine HCl, pH 8.5
(ProteOn amine coupling kit) was then injected into the five
activated channels. A buffer sample was included in each step
for injection into the reference channel. 

Antigen Interaction Analysis

Antigen samples were all prepared by serial dilution in
PBS/Tween. Human cytokine IL-2 (ProteOn IL-2/IL-2 antibody
pair) and rat cytokine IL-6 (BD Biosciences Pharmingen)
samples were prepared at concentrations of 80, 40, 20, 10, 5,
and 2.5 nM. Human cytokine IL-4 (Research Diagnostics, Inc.)
samples were prepared at 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, and 1 nM, and
mouse cytokine IL-18 (Medical and Biological Laboratories 
Co., Ltd.) samples at 60, 30, 15, 7.5, 3.8, and 1.9 nM.

Each concentration series of antigen was injected into the six
analyte channels orthogonal to the ligand channels at a flow
rate of 100 µl/min. The durations of these injections were 60
sec for 100 µl of IL-2 or IL-4, 120 sec for 200 µl of 1L-18, and
240 sec for 400 µl of IL-6. The durations of the IL-6 and IL-18
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injections were increased to produce sufficient curvature in 
the association phase of the sensorgrams for kinetic analysis.
The ligand channels were regenerated between injections of
each antigen concentration series by a short pulse (30 µl) of
0.85% phosphoric acid. 

Sensorgram Analysis

The 36 sensorgrams produced from each antigen injection
were grouped into six sets of six, with each set corresponding
to the interaction of an antigen concentration series with the
four immobilized antibodies, negative control protein, and
reference channel. The sensorgrams were processed for
baseline alignment and referencing. 

In addition to the reference channel, interspot references were
used for background subtraction. Interspot references are
exposed to analyte flow but do not have bound ligand, and so
can be used in place of a reference channel (Bronner et al.
2006). When the response of each interaction spot was
corrected by the average response from its two adjacent
interspot references, the results were identical to those
obtained using the reference channel (Figure 2).

Results and Discussion
The four sets of six sensorgrams were globally fit to a 1:1
bimolecular interaction model (Figure 2). The adjustable kinetic
parameters for association (ka), dissociation (kd), and Rmax for
each interaction were derived from the fitted curves (Table 1).

The coefficients of variation of the kinetic constants obtained
from samples analyzed at different times were in the range 
of 10%. The percent differences for ligand density in Table 1
were computed from the six interaction spots along a single
ligand channel.

The kinetic properties of the different antigen-antibody
interactions are readily compared. Table 1 summarizes the
association and dissociation rates obtained from the fitted
curves for each of the four antigen-antibody interactions, and
the calculated equilibrium dissociation constant (KD). The
slower association rate (ka) of IL-6/IL-6 antibody binding 
(3.72 x 104 M–1sec–1) was notable in comparison to the
association rates of the other antigen-antibody pairs 
(0.6–2.4 x 106 M–1sec–1). The dissociation constants (kd) were
similar for all pairs (1.84–2.93 x 10–4 sec–1). This comparison 
of kinetic constants indicates a difference of 2 orders of
magnitude in the equilibrium dissociation constants of IL-6 
(KD = 7.89 x 10–9 M) and IL-4 (KD = 9.29 x 10–11 M). 

In this experiment, no interaction between antigens and
unrelated antibodies was detected, indicating no cross-
reactivity (data not shown).
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Fig. 2. Kinetic analysis of four antigen-antibody interactions. Shown are the four sets of sensorgrams generated for each specific antibody-antigen pair, as well as
sensorgrams from the interaction of the IL-2 concentration series with the negative control and reference channel. The interactions of the four cytokines are shown from
the highest cytokine concentrations (top traces) to the lowest concentrations (bottom traces). Black lines represent the global fit of the sensorgrams to a 1:1 interaction
kinetic model. See Table 1 for the kinetic constants derived from these data. 
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Reference channel

IL-2 cytokine/IL-2 antibody IL-4 cytokine/IL-4 antibody

IL-6 cytokine/IL-6 antibody

Negative control (TEM1)

IL-18 cytokine/IL-18 antibody

Run time, min Run time, min

Table 1. Kinetic constants for four antigen-antibody interactions. The equilibrium dissociation constant, KD, was calculated from kd/ka.

Antibody (Ligand ) Antigen (Analyte)

Channel Ligand Density (RU) ka (M
–1sec–1) kd (sec–1) KD (M) Rmax (RU)

(1) IL-2 1,470 ± 2.65% 8.68 x 105 1.84 x 10–4 2.12 x 10–10 112
(2) IL-4 1,097 ± 4.64% 2.38 x 106 2.21 x 10–4 9.29 x 10–11 139
(3) IL-6 1,530 ± 1.86% 3.72 x 104 2.93 x 10–4 7.89 x 10–9 336
(4) IL-18 2,588 ± 1.28% 6.15 x 105 2.33 x 10–4 3.78 x 10–10 175
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Conclusions
The ProteOn XPR36 protein interaction array system is well-
suited for experimental designs in which a number of
interacting protein pairs are to be analyzed and compared.
Data can be rapidly obtained for protein interface
characterization, affinity ranking, and epitope mapping of
antibodies, as well as for selecting lead compounds in drug
development.

The capability of the ProteOn XPR36 system to rapidly 
perform a detailed kinetic analysis of multiple protein-protein
interactions in a 6 x 6 interaction array format is especially
useful for antibody development and characterization. Here 
the kinetic rate constants were determined for four antigen-
antibody pairs using just one ProteOn sensor chip and a
minimum number of injection cycles. This throughput, together
with the fact that the interactions between each antigen and
the other immobilized antibodies are also measured (which
offers information on cross-reactivity), makes the ProteOn
XPR36 system a powerful tool for protein interaction analysis.
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